It is known that two normal matrices can be diagonalized by the same unitary transformation if and only if they commute ; this theorem is ordinarily stated for hermitian matrices. D% where the Di are rXs diagonal matrices (that is, the only nonzero elements appear in the da position). Therefore, AiAf = A 3 Af.
It is known that two normal matrices can be diagonalized by the same unitary transformation if and only if they commute ; this theorem is ordinarily stated for hermitian matrices. Some generalizations of this theorem are known. According to a theorem due to Eckert the given conditions, the theorem is true for a set of matrices of dimension rXl.
(2) Assume the theorem to be true for a set of matrices of dimension kXl for k^r, l^s -1 and for k^r -1, l^s. The theorem will be shown to hold for the dimension rXs and the induction will then be complete. Let {-4»} be a set of matrices of dimension rXs for which the given conditions hold. Let U and V be such that If UAiV-Di for all i f then the given conditions can be easily verified.
Conversely, let {^4»} be a set of matrices for which AiAf and AfAi are normal and where
The proof is by induction on the order n. The theorem is trivially true if n = l. Assume it to be true for order k ^ n -1. Now consider a system of order n. There are two possibilities : for all i, j, either A iAf is a scaler matrix or there is at least one pair i, j such that AiAf is not a scaler.
(1) If for all i, j, AiAf is a scaler, AiAf = kijl and since AiAf is similar to AfAi, it is true that: Therefore, the matrix UijAkVij commutes with the nonscaler diagonal matrix DfDi. Since the unitary transformation may be chosen so that like elements of DfDi appear together in order, UijAkVij is a direct sum of matrices of order m<n for all k. Since the submatrices satisfy these conditions, the theorem is true by induction.
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